Let it Be

Written by Paul McCartney - Recorded and Performed by The Beatles

Arranged for 3-string fretted cigar box guitar tuned to Open G GDG

This is one of the most enduring classics to come from amazing collection of songs recorded by The Beatles. It was written and sung by Paul McCartney, and first released as a single in 1970, just before McCartney announced his departure from the band. You can read much more about the song's history in its Wikipedia article.

We hope you are able to make great music from this tablature!

For more information about the Open G GDG tuning, check out this article in the cigar box guitar knowledgebase at CigarBox-Guitar.com.

We also have a video by Glenn Watt on how to read and play 3-string tablature like this – click here to view it on CigarBox-Guitar.com.